and Entertainers" (geishōgi kaihō rei).3 Drawing on the language of freedom and rights, and clearly drafted with the example of Abraham Lincoln's 1863 Emancipation Proclamation in mind, it declared that contracts binding prostitutes and entertainers were now void, and ordered that all such persons were to be "liberated without exception" (issai kaihō itasu beshi 一切解放可致).
With this intriguing echo of the great global emancipations of the nineteenth century, the conceptual vocabulary of Western liberalism arguably left its first substantive mark on modern practices of governance in Japan. 4 In spite of this, however, in Japan today "the Emancipation Edict for Prostitutes" has almost entirely faded from public consciousness. The obvious explanation for this is that, in practice, it did nothing to end the exploitation of prostitutes, which was, if anything, to grow in scale in the modern era.5 Yet, there is another early Meiji decree, similarly ineffectual as a tool of progressive social change, which has continued to be remembered and referred to in public discourse as Japan's 'emancipation edict. '6 What makes this particularly interesting,
